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Abstract
Researchers use a number of approaches to predict and substantiate information-computation gaps
in high-dimensional statistical estimation problems. A prominent approach is to characterize the
limits of restricted models of computation, which on the one hand yields strong computational lower
bounds for powerful classes of algorithms and on the other hand helps guide the development of efficient algorithms. In this paper, we study two of the most popular restricted computational models,
the statistical query framework and low-degree polynomials, in the context of high-dimensional
hypothesis testing.
We show that all in a very broad class of “nice” high-dimensional statistics problems have the
following property: they are solved by computationally efficient algorithms based on low-degree
polynomials if and only if they have small statistical dimension. Statistical dimension is closely
related to statistical query (SQ) algorithms, and our results also show that algorithms based on
low-degree polynomials are at least as powerful as SQ algorithms. As corollaries, we obtain new
statistical query lower bounds for sparse PCA, tensor PCA and several variants of the planted clique
problem.1
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1. Extended abstract. Full version appears as [arXiv:2009.06107, v#3].
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